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Abstract - The Automatic license plate reorganization (ALPR) is one of the solutions of such kind of problem. There is a number of methodologies but it is a challenging task as some of the factors like high speed of vehicles, languages of number plate & mostly non-uniform letter on number plate effects a lot in recognition. The license plate recognition (LPR) system have many application like payment of parking fees; toll fee on highway; traffic monitoring system; border security system; signal system etc. In this paper, the different method of license plate recognition is discussed. The systems first detects the vehicle and capture the image then the number plate of vehicle is extracted from the image using image Segmentation optical character recognition technique is used for the character recognition. Then the resulting data is compared with the database record so we come up with the License plate number such as is observed that developed system successfully detects & recognizes the vehicle number plate on real image even when the pixel is of low resolution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ANPR (Automatic Number Plate Recognition) plays an important role in many systems like traffic monitoring system, Crime detection system, Stolen vehicle detection etc. Thus, ANPR is used by the city traffic department to monitor the traffic as well as to track the stolen vehicle. Though ANPR is a very old research area in image processing but still it is evolving year by year, because Detecting the number plate from the image or from the video is not an easy task as like counting the vehicle from stream of video. So far many of the researchers came with their own algorithm to detect the number plate, but each has some limitations. For some images it works perfectly, and for some images it is not working properly. That’s the reason this area is still growing and still imperfect. Detecting the number plate is the challenging task as the number plate writing style is changing from country to country. In case of India the number plate writing style changes from state to state. In India the number plate is different for two wheelers and four wheelers. For four wheelers the number plate's backgrounds are also different, i.e. yellow for tourist and white for private cars. These are the basic challenges keep in mind before implementing the ALPR system.

ALPR has predefined four basic steps to recognize the number plate as explained in the various research papers and journal paper.

i) Image Capture: In this step video image has to be captured by any standard camera or by extracting the interested frame from stream of video. Capturing the image from the video stream and its requires an additional work.

ii) Image Preprocessing: Once the interested image is being captured in which number plate clearly visible and fine texture pattern, then the further processing of the image is carried out. It has many steps: resize the image resolution, removal of noise from image, and conversion of the image from RGB to gray and then Binary (black and white).

iii) Character segmentation: After preprocessing the number plate region of the image is extracted.

iv) Optical character recognition (OCR): Electronic conversion of handwritten or printed text images into machine-encoded text. Here OCR used to recognize the number from the segmented image.
Fig 1: Block Diagram of ALPR System

2. PREPROCESSING FOR CHARACTER RECOGNITION

Before the License Plate Detection (LPD) stage, a few pre-handling procedures must be performed to enhance the nature of images, to expel shadows and to evacuate clamor in the picture. Pre-Handling stage is a guide to enhance the LPD rate. A few pre-handling calculations that have been experienced while exploring the LPR frameworks are talked about in this area.

In the fundamental point of pre-handling is to enhance the complexity of the input image, to reduce the noise in the picture, henceforth to improve the preparing speed. In the pre-handling RGB picture is changed over into a dim scale picture. Different channels are utilized to expel commotion from the info picture. The information picture is improved by applying Gabor separating method expels the commotion.

i) **RGB to Gray Scale Conversion:** The capture input image is RGB organize. The initial step of preprocessing is to change over RGB picture into dark scale picture. The essential motivation behind applying is to decrease the quantity of hues. The R, G and B parts are isolated from 24-bit shading estimation of every pixel (i, j) and 8-bit dark value is figured.

ii) **Noise Removal by Gabor Filter:** The essential point of sifting is to expel clamor and mutilation from the picture. The commotion can happen amid camera catching and because of climate conditions. In the proposed technique Gabor filter is utilized for commotion expulsion. Gabor fiber is straight channel. It gives the instrument to clamor decrease while saving edges more adequately than middle channel.

Rohollah Mazrae Khoshti et al. [1] In image handling usage of image improvement applies to the info image to repay the poor difference picture. This helps Associated Segments Marking to distinguish tag characters in a picture with high exactness. In upgrade prepare first we apply picture power changes in accordance with guide the force estimations of the information picture to ideal range by altering picture then apply the high-recurrence accentuation channel. High-pass channels set the DC expression add up to zero and diminishing the normal force of the sifted picture to zero, while in high-recurrence accentuation channel we enhance the picture. The high-pass accentuation channel picture likewise brings out limits, however more tranquil and calm than the Sobel edge upgrade calculation, that implies it holds picture detail in the edges and lost the subtle elements in level parts. As normal for a high-pass accentuation channel the direct components in picture, typically observed as brilliant lines with a dark value.

Anagnostopoulos et al. [2] pre-handling is performed to identify the District of Intrigue (return on initial capital investment) even in the surrounding enlightenment conditions. It is done utilizing picture concealing, binarization with Sauvola technique. In Sauvola technique, neighborhood versatile thresholding is utilized to change over a dim scale picture to a parallel picture. The estimation of edge essentially relies on upon the nearby insights like range, difference and surface fitting parameters. On account of severely lit up zones, ascertained edge esteem will be low.

3. NUMBER PLATE RECOGNITION

Hanit Karwal et al. [3] An exponential increment in number of vehicles requires the utilization of robotized frameworks to keep up vehicle data. The data is very required for both administration of movement and also lessening of wrongdoing. Number plate recognition is a successful path for automatic vehicle identification. A portion of the current calculations in view of the rule of
learning takes a considerable measure of time and skill before conveying agreeable outcomes yet and, after its all said and done needs in exactness. In the proposed algorithm a efficient strategy for acknowledgment for Indian vehicle number plates has been contrived. The algorithm aims for tending to the issues of scaling and acknowledgment of position of characters with accuracy rate of 98.07%.

Rahim Panahi et al. [4] This paper presents an online very exact framework for automatic number plate acknowledgment (ANPR) that can be utilized as a reason for some genuine ITS applications. The framework is intended to manage indistinct vehicle plates, varieties in climate and lighting conditions, diverse movement circumstances, and fast vehicles. This paper addresses different issues by displaying appropriate equipment stages alongside ongoing, hearty, and inventive algorithms. Over these informational indexes, our framework accomplishes 98.7%, 99.2%, and 97.6% exactnesses for plate location, character division, and plate acknowledgment, individually. The false alert rate in plate recognition is under 0.5%. The general precision on the dirty plates bit of our informational indexes is 91.4%.

Sean Lawlor et al. [5] Proposed a novel way to deal with recognizing guards in urban conditions. Commonly long-extend sensors are not pertinent in urban situations. This implies just by utilizing short-go sensors, for example, LPR would one be able to do many sorts of street system investigation including guard recognition. The calculation displayed just uses a little measure of data about the recognized vehicles to perform caravan recognition which is an additional advantage for limiting the computational intricacy. It is additionally equipped for identifying guards continuously as information arrives. In future work it is fascinating to investigate augmentations of the consecutive theory testing structure considered in this paper for recognizing corresponded plagues.

Anisha Goyal et al. [6] The number plate recognition is the framework which will perceive the characters from number plates. The methods of neural systems are connected in the past strategies to perceive characters from the number plate. In this work, different methods of auto number plate acknowledgment are investigated. This model depends on two primary systems. The principal strategy is morphological checking which is utilized to examine the entire picture and concentrate number plate parcel. Second is part and union division which is utilized to section entire identified number plate and after that perceive characters with the assistance of neural system. The proposed model will be fit for identifying number plate from far separation and will likewise distinguish the kind of vehicle. The model is gone for taking care of the issue with higher exactness and accuracy.

Sarbjit Kaur et al. [7] Programmed Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) is a image handling innovation and a critical field of research that distinguishes vehicles by their number plates in which the number plate data is extricated from vehicle's picture or from grouping of pictures without direct human mediation. This paper shows a proficient approach for number plate extraction from preprocessed vehicle input picture utilizing morphological operations, thresholding, sobel vertical edge discovery and associated segment investigation. This strategy is tried number of vehicles pictures under various climate and light conditions i.e. daytime, evening time, sunny, shady, blustery days and so on and achievement rate accomplished by utilizing this technique is 97.14%. In future the extraction of multi-plates, top notch plate handling, multi-style plates should be possible.

S. Ramalingam et al. [8] Proposed Auto Recognition of Number Plate frameworks which utilize OCR(Optical Character Recognition) to help decide the individual characters of the number plate. They take a shot at creating key informational indexes through a reenactment procedure that will produce auto number plate pictures. As an initial step, such plates will indicate fluctuation in character dispersing for surveying ANPR frameworks which will exhibit the standards for benchmarking. This framework maintains a strategic distance from the requirement.

Kapil Bhosale et al. [9] Number plate recognition is a framework which perceives the license number of vehicle. This paper incorporates brief presentation of number plate acknowledgment, which done the procedure of number plate identification, character division and character acknowledgment. NPR framework is utilized as a part of different fields like Tolling stalls, Outskirt security framework, Following framework and flag framework. Number plates are diverse shape and size. In this paper Layout coordinating procedure is utilized. Progressive rate of character division is 86%, character acknowledgment 96%.Template coordinating technique can be supplanted with Simulated neural system (ANN) or Bolster vector machine (SVM).

Cosmo H.Munuo et al. [10] Image preparing are a powerful including assorted strategies. Nonetheless it ought to be noticed that an entire NPR frameworks requires compelling arrangement of equipment and
programming parts, most ideally effective infra-red cameras and capable PCs to give brilliant pictures. With the end goal of this exploration work I have made plans to utilizing; pictures taken by a 16 megapixel advanced camera for exhibition purposes, this is because of high accessibility of computerized cameras and research spending imperatives. Shrewd edge locator as it is demonstrated to have higher exactness. The picture procurement embraced is not most effective, but rather it will suffice the target of this exploration work.

Rajshree Dhruw et al. [11] Proposed demonstrate pre-preparing and number plate limitation is performed by utilizing "Otsu's techniques" and "highlight based confinement strategies" individually. It gives tasteful outcomes to a wide variety in choosing for binarization. In Character division another "Picture Scissoring" calculation is utilized. It gives unswerving quality and time improvement. At last the character rearrangement performs utilizing the "Layout Coordinating". We have likewise address the issue of multilingual number plate, multi scriptural number plate as indicated by Indian condition. The calculation has been observed to be 80% exact in general.

Amir Hossein Ashtari et al. [12] Proposed Iranian vehicle license plate recognition framework in light of another limitation approach, which is changed to mirror the neighborhood setting, is proposed, alongside a cross breed classifier that perceives tag characters. The strategy displayed here depends on an altered format coordinating method by the examination of target shading pixels to recognize the area of a vehicle's tag. This approach utilizes intermittent strip hunt to discover the tint of every pixel on request. Notwithstanding being scale and pivot invariant, this strategy maintains a strategic distance from tedious picture calculations and changes for the entire picture pixels, for example, resizing and Hough, Fourier, and wavelet changes, along these lines chopping down the identification reaction time. Tag characters are perceived by a half and half classifier that involves a choice tree and a bolster vector machine with a homogeneous fifth-degree polynomial portion. The execution location rate and the general framework execution accomplished are 96% and 94%, individually.

4. CHARACTER SEGMENTATION

In the wake of finding number plate, characters are analyzed for the further procedure. Similarly as with the plate division there are different techniques accessible for leading character division. The same number of strategies fall in more than one class it is unrealistic to do classification astute talk. In this segment normal related work around there took after by discussion is discussed.

4.1 Related work in character segmentation

Christos Nikolaos E. Anagnostopoulos et al. [13] The competitor locale is edited in 78 X 228 pixels by utilizing bi cubic addition and after that subjected to SCW for division. The creators utilized edge estimation of 0.7 for enhancement of the outcomes. After the character division prepare, each character is resized to pixel size of 9 X 12.

J. B. Jiao et al. [14] Distinctive techniques are utilized for character division. Right off the bat, a dim level quantization and morphology investigation are performed to get the applicant characters. The measure of "close" administrator picked was (1,0.2×H) pixels in X and Y introductions where H speaks to the stature of return for money invested. To enhance the division technique, previously mentioned strategy is consolidated with binarization strategy.

Prathamesh Kulkarni et al. [15] Infer that blob shading and top to-valley strategies are not appropriate for Indian number plate. The creators proposed picture scissoring calculation in which a number plate is vertically checked and scissored at the line where there is no white pixel and this data is put away in the lattice. If there should arise an occurrence of more than one framework, a false network is disposed of in light of the recipe given in this paper. Same process is rehashed for flat heading by taking width as an edge.

Ch. Jaya Lakshmi et al. [16] Three grids are accustomed to putting away plate area and binarization, number of segments in BW and number of column in BW separately. At that point after exact area of top and base limits are distinguished, which are trailed by vertical projection and Thresholding to portion the characters.

5. CHARACTER RECOGNITION

Character recognition helps in recognizing and changing over picture content into editable content. As the greater part of the number plate acknowledgment calculations utilize single technique for character acknowledgment. In this segment, every technique is clarified.
5.1 Template matching

Template matching is valuable for acknowledgment of settled estimated characters. It can be additionally utilized for identification of items for the most part in face discovery and restorative image preparing. It is additionally separated in two sections: include based coordinating and layout based coordinating. Highlight based approach is valuable when format image has solid components generally layout based approach can be helpful.

Zhen-Xue Chen et al. [17] a few elements and extricated and remarkable is figured in view of preparing characters. A straight standardization calculation is utilized to alter all characters with uniform size. The acknowledgment rate of 95.7% is accomplished among 1176 pictures. A SVM based approach is utilized for highlight extraction of Chinese, Kana and English, Numeric characters. The creators made progress rate of 99.5%, 98.6%, and 97.8% for numerals, Kana, and address acknowledgment separately.

GarimaR. Yadav et al. [18] In template matching, singular pixels are used as parts. Gathering is performed by differentiating a data character pictures and a game plan of designs from each character class. Each relationship achieves a likeness measure between the information character and the design. One measure assembles the measure of resemblance when a pixel in the watched character is indistinct to a comparable pixel in the format picture. In case the pixels differentiate the measure of likeness may be decrease. After the whole of what arrangements have been differentiated and the watched character picture, the character's identity is consigned as the character of the most practically identical design.

5.2 Optical character recognition

The objective of Optical Character Acknowledgment (OCR) is to order optical examples (regularly contained in a computerized picture) relating to alphanumerical or different characters. The character has been separated after the sifting. This character has been coordinated with the pre-characterized characters. The predefined characters have the information like Letters in order A-Z, numeric character 0-9. This pre-characterized information are as the images. Utilizing these image the layout has been coordinated with the portioned characters of the number plate.

Priyanto Hidayatullah et al. [19] Optical Character recognition is utilized for character acknowledgment. The number plates characters are edited to the measure of each character and resize to formats characters. We can distinguish up to four tags in a picture (from four paths), then apply 2 measurement relationships to decide the letters and numbers in number plates areas.

Shyang-Lih Chang et al. [20] proposed strategy for Character order is utilized to arrange character as letter set or number. Perfect formats will frame a test set, in which the character layout that best matches the information character is resolved. To separate the comparative characters from character combines, for example, (8, B) and (O, D) the creators predefined an uncertainty set containing the characters 0, 8, B and D. After the obscure character is delegated one of the characters in the equivocalness set, a minor correlation between the obscure character and the classed character is performed. The creators accomplished acknowledgment rate of 95.6% for the upright tag pictures.

6. CONCLUSION

In this Survey paper, License plate recognition system mainly consists of four steps such as vehicle image capture from video, preprocessing, character segmentation and character recognition. From the papers surveyed, it is realized that there are different methods and algorithms used for license plate detection, character segmentation and character recognition. In character recognition, methods like template matching are used.
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